
ADVANCING,
TOGETHER.



The very essence of the word advance is to move forward  
in a purposeful way... to make progress... to strengthen,  
improve, grow. We are committed to that for our students, 
and our organization.

We do this together as a single school and connected  
community in collaboration, in concert, in partnership.

TOGETHER

A Kindergarten  
Through 

Eighth Grade
Schoolhouse

ADVANCING



That “Youth May Advance” was our motto when Joseph Sears 
School was founded in 1899. What students required to advance then  
looked very different than what it will take for our children to advance  
today. We remain not only cognizant of this reality but also commited to  
ensuring that our “Youth May Advance” in a changing world so that they 
are future ready. We are motivated by the very words used over 100 
years ago. 

OUR ETHOS

“It is the ethos of the 
 Joseph Sears School 
that has endured since its inception.



“Building our future,  
   one student at a time.

Our community was founded by a forward thinking businessperson,  
Joseph Sears, for whom our school is named. His bold vision was to create  
a planned community that was unlike anything seen at the time. He acquired 
the land on which our town sits and created the special community of  
Kenilworth. It was planned with exacting standards making it novel. In fact, 
it drew noted architects nationwide during the 1893 Columbian Exposition. 
But, it was more than the structures and standards; it was designed to be a 
connected community with the Joseph Sears School as a centerpiece of the 
community then as it is now.

As we plan for our future, we have our history as a foundation. Much as Joseph 
Sears was forward thinking at the time. We are committed to being forward 
thinking in preparing our students for the challenges of an ever changing world.

Our school continues to operate with the foundational principles that have 
stood the “test of time”. We remain a small school, committed to ensuring  
that each child has an individual and personal learning journey. We are  
committed to ensuring our students advance both academically and personally.

OUR PATH FORWARD 



OUR VISION
The best for each, advancing all,  
each ready for the next step and beyond.

The Best For Each
• The best education for each child
• The best education for each type of learner

Advancing All
• Advancing all students
• Advancing all parts of each child
• A holistic approach

Each Ready For The Next Step and Beyond
• Each prepared for all – academic and personal
• Each prepared to engage in the world



The Joseph Sears School delivers a  
personalized educational experience that  
empowers and challenges each student to  
grow academically and develop personally.

OUR MISSON

At Sears, we believe that intellectual development and personal growth  
are complementary and equally essential. The two are inextricably 
linked. We encourage academic rigor and challenge but we also place 
importance on our students stretching and growing personally. 



MAJOR PRINCIPLES

We are a connected community
We are committed to cultivating the connectedness that is a hallmark of our 
community. This connectedness is multi-faceted and includes connection 
between teachers and students, collaboration amongst our educators, and 
relationships that extend beyond the schoolhouse to our community. Our 
traditions connect us together as an extended community.2
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The following are the Major Principles that inform  
our learning community and teaching practice. We embrace continuous growth and  

improvement
We are committed to instilling a growth mindset  in our learning  
community to ensure our students strive to reach their full potential  
and that they focus on true learning. We create opportunities for  
students to experience risk and failure and inculcate the importance of 
courage and resilience that are an inherent part of that learning process.

We make learning personal
We celebrate each student’s strengths, abilities and interests and use those as  
the foundation for personalized instruction. The scale of our school allows us  
to establish teacher/student connections that facilitate this process. We know  
our students, but we also encourage them to know themselves as they play a  
key role in their personal learning process. 
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The whole student
We have high expectations for our student’s academic experience 
as well as their personal experience. We want our students to have 
skills and dispositions that help them as they navigate and progress 
through school and beyond. This necessitates a holistic view
 as we support and educate our students in matters of character, 
citizenship and social emotional learning.



ACADEMIC GROWTH



In order for students to be fully prepared for school and the future, 

they must have strong academic skills, as well as learn a broad set  

of skills related to social and emotional intelligence. 

 Sears School classroom communities empower students and  

teachers with personal and people skills for optimal social and  

emotional well-being. Students learn skills to develop their  

personal power that include self- awareness and self- 

management and their people power through skills in social  

awareness and relationship management. 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

“Our students will be prepared to  
embrace today’s challenge and  
tomorrow’s promise.  



CHARACTER
    Our learning grounds itself in the belief that strength  
    of character is essential for success. Our foundational   
    cornerstone guides our learning community.

RESPECT

KINDNESS

HONESTY

RESPONSIBILITY



Traditions
Traditions bring us together as a community - our students, faculty,  
staff, parents and the whole Kenilworth community. These traditions  
are a hallmark of the Kenilworth community and have been  
followed for years. They include everything from the Halloween  

parade to to a multitude of 8th grade traditions.

COMMUNITYCONNECTED



SEARS PRIORITIES
The Sears Student
Provide students with the curriculum, instruction and assessment that  
fosters growth and challenges them in keeping with the mission and  
vision of the Joseph Sears School.

 

The Sears Teacher
Hire, develop and retain high-performing faculty and staff that embrace  
an intentionally innovative learning community and continuous improvement 
in the service of Sears students.

 

The Sears Community
Engage all Sears families and community organizations to communicate  
and collaborate in a respectful and transparent manner.

 

The Sears Environment
Maintain a solid short- and long-term financial position while investing  
in resources and infrastructure that align with our educational priorities.



ADVANCING 

SEARS
TOGETHER


